
Complete the following gaps with a suitable word or phrase from the list.
Change its form if necessary. 

1) A couple of _______ of perfume on my neck, and I was ready to go. 
2) She looked brilliant. She definitely ___________ in her dress. 
3) After being seen by the police, he ________ for the local park. 
4) She _______ in singing. She doesn't do it professionally. 
5) I hope this is your last _______with school. You won't get another
chance. 
6) Her boss wanted her to __________________ him, so she quit the work. 
7) I don't think it's a serious relationship. She's just _________ with him. 
8) A: I've just bought a new car. B: _____________. 
9) Don't be so _______! It's very stupid to do it. 
10) Be careful with this vase! It's very _______. 
11) It smells _______ in the house when there is no-one there for a while. 
12) ______________ I will apologize. She should first apologize! 
13) If you mention being on a diet, you will be _________ with her. 
14) He does what she tells him to. He _________. 
15) A single lightbulb was ____________ from the ceiling. 
16) When she heard the doorbell, she _______ for the near shop. 

DAB - DABBLE - DAD0 - DAFT - DAINTY - DALLIANCE - DALLY - WHAT'S THE DAMAGE? -

DAMP - I'M DAMNED IF - DANCE ATTENDANCE ON - DANCE TO SB'S TUNE - DANGLE - 

ON DANGEROUS GROUND - KEEP SB IN THE DARK - MAKE A DART - MAKE A DASH FOR 

CUT A DASH
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Answer the questions below.

When was the last time you cut a dash? What
was the occasion? Do you like to dress formally?
Have you ever been kept in the dark?  What
weren't you aware of and why? Do you happen
to keep something dark?
You're on dangerous ground if you ask a
woman her age. Discuss. 
Do to tend to dangle keys nervously when
stressed? 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Answer the questions. Use the phrase/word
given. 

Since Safe Credit 2% Loan Program were introduced,
lots of Polish households have been heading for banks.
Do you think it will bring accommodation prices up in
the long run?  make a dash
Are Buskers common to see in the centre of Polish
cities. cut a dash
Finish the sentence. I'm damned if ...
Tell about a situation when you or someone you know
had to hide from someone. make a dart for


